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Recognize Yourself and walk the Path of your own Experiences
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5. Discover the old Vision in a completely new Way
- If you have followed the previous steps in all their depth, 
  you will make a profound experience: You will become a different person.
- Your consciousness and your attitude towards life will fundamentally change.
- You will be guided by self-knowledge, self-responsibility, and love.
- Now you are the being of light, conceived as a possibility in the Primordial Light.
- You have the knowledge of your liberated potential and conscious living. This is transformation!
- When you courageously give space to these primal powers, 
  a new exhilarating vision of the world opens up to you.
- This is the old vision of "Paradise on Earth". Let it become reality ... 
  
6. Create your new Reality
- Everything you experience in the outside creates feelings inside of you. Understand your heart  
  as a seismograph that records them. It shows you what is good or bad for yourself and others,  
  reveals what the world is suffering from, and guides you as to how to heal it.
- Your thinking is also exposed to many influences. 
  Though your mind helps to order and understand them, do not act only from your mind.
- Begin with letting your heart dialogue with your mind so that the powers of your passionate heart 
  can connect with the power of thought and creation. 
- This is how your new reality emerges. It is a revolution for your existence and a revelation for you.
- Now you understand that everything you do or do not do has an effect, 
  and that you are responsible for how you think, speak and act. 
- You will realize how to think lovingly, speak empathetically, and act carefully 
  when you are intuitively guided by your passionate heart as the keeper of your new reality. 
- Many religious and spiritual messages bear witness to this luminous reality. 
  Now is the time to move step by step towards it.

7. Arise in the Time of Turning
- Now you have made a great turn by yourself towards bright consciousness and a new reality.
- Many people around you have not yet made this turn, which can be painful.  
  Only the turning of many awakened souls can save life on Mother Earth from destruction.
- Old prophecies give us hope that we can succeed  
  if we bring the Primordial Light within us all together into one unified glistening beam.
- No one is powerless. Together, we can create a Kingdom of Heaven on Earth (as Jesus taught).
- Spiritual masters have always called this turning an ascension into higher spiritual consciousness.
- With each contributing awakened soul, the Time of Turning accelerates. Now is the best time! 
- It depends on the contribution of every one of us. You too could tip the scales!
- Time of Turning for everyone! Are you in? 
  Remember that the creative power that dwells within you lives in every being of light  
  and is able to enlight more lights. Together, we can illuminate the world with love. 

Recognize yourself and walk the path of your own experiences
If you feel the call to walk your path, I invite you to deepen the insights of this Manifesto. Download the  
LEGACY for the Time of Turning, where you will find more information about how to apply the 7 steps  
> https://evol-forum.ch/en/take-action/ 

Rico Paganini

This manifesto was the result of a spiritual dialogue with the writer Andreas Sommer. 
I thank him warmly for his profound suggestions.
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As you read these seven steps, allow each one to unfold within you.

1. Recognize the Primordial Light of Creation 
- Imagine how God once held a tiny but infinitely heavy spehre in his hand. 
- 14 billion years ago, the material creation was created during the “Big Bang” from that very  
  same infinitely dense light core. Science and Spiritualists are largely in agreement with this.
- The Big Bang may sound like a loud spectacle, but it was actually a quiet stroke of genius, 
  which only the Deity can accomplish – the release of all conceivable and unimaginable possibilities.
- Any specification would have limited the potential. People make plans, God creates potential.
  A controlled freedom would not be free.
- It then tookth 13 billion years for organic life to become possible in the universe
  and yet it was already miraculously laid out in the awakening cosmos.
- This is the reason human beings are eternally part of the divine act of creation, 
  although we did appear on the planet much later.
- The limitless potential of the Primordial Light exists in each of us. 
  Shouldn't we try to unfold and explore this divine potential within ourselves?

2. Unfold your Potential 
- Would you like to find God? Take a look in the mirror – you see your image. 
  It is also God's image, some say.
- Better you rely on your own experiences as you seek the divine.
- You can prove to yourself how divine you are by realizing your potential.
  You can be creative by strengthening and enjoying creation with your five senses.
- You can love, forgive, comfort and share. 
- All of this is already inside of you. That is why your existence is so precious to creation like any other.
- Rejoice and dance as you have just experienced enlightenment.
- Let this divine potential flow out of you from today
  and notice what happens to you and those around you.

3. Experience Love as the Key   
- You are connected with the divine sphere and your potential. 
  Now the powers of love can unfold within you and flow out into the world.
- Love has a magical quality: the more you give away, the more it flows inside and towards you.
- It is the closest connection with yourself and other people.  
- Real love is selfless, it expects nothing, does not calculate, and does not judge. 
- It is creative and expands beyond limitation
- Love is also a risk. It does not work without your courage and surrender.
- As you live out of love, you will experience how infinitely rich it makes you and others.

4. Join the Community of Souls 
- Lovingly explore yourself in silent connection with your soul.
- Enjoy what you recognize as strengths, but also acknowledge your weaknesses.
- Boldly illuminate your inner being and accept yourself with all of your contradictions. 
- You are as you are, but you can change at any time.
- You can now have loving contact with you and your community.
- Accept you will also encounter incomprehension and resistance. 
  Nevertheless, try to remain calm in your inner peace. 
  Interactions with selfishness and power dynamics can no longer bring you out of balance.
- Welcome to the community of awakened and loving souls 
  where you are never alone and can grow beyond yourself. 



Download LEGACY FOR THE TIME OF TURNING at
evol-forum.ch/en/take-action/ 

Explore further insights and information on these topics at
evol-forum.ch/en/take-action
evol-forum.ch/en/books-and-ebooks 
evol-forum.ch/en
giza-legacy.ch 
dei-legacy.ch
gaia-legacy.ch
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